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Summary

Background: Rodents use olfactory cues for species-specific
behaviors. For example,mice emit odors to attractmates of the
same species, but not competitors of closely related species.
This implies rapid evolution of olfactory signaling, although
odors and chemosensory receptors involved are unknown.
Results: Here, we identify a mouse chemosignal, trimethyl-
amine, and its olfactory receptor, trace amine-associated
receptor 5 (TAAR5), to be involved in species-specific social
communication. Abundant (>1,000-fold increased) and sex-
dependent trimethylamine production arose de novo along
the Mus lineage after divergence from Mus caroli. The two-
step trimethylamine biosynthesis pathway involves synergy
between commensal microflora and a sex-dependent liver
enzyme, flavin-containing monooxygenase 3 (FMO3), which
oxidizes trimethylamine. One key evolutionary alteration in
this pathway is the recent acquisition in Mus of male-specific
Fmo3 gene repression. Coincident with its evolving biosyn-
thesis, trimethylamine evokes species-specific behaviors,
attracting mice, but repelling rats. Attraction to trimethylamine
is abolished in TAAR5 knockout mice, and furthermore, attrac-
tion to mouse scent is impaired by enzymatic depletion of
trimethylamine or TAAR5 knockout.
Conclusions: TAAR5 is an evolutionarily conserved olfactory
receptor required for a species-specific behavior. Synchro-
nized changes in odor biosynthesis pathways and odor-
evoked behaviors could ensure species-appropriate social
interactions.
Introduction

Many animals must effectively distinguish species-specific
odors to ensure that mating and other social behaviors are
properly directed. In some insect species, changes in phero-
mone blend compositions are sufficient to drive sexual isola-
tion and speciation [1, 2]. Such evolutionary events require
concurrent adaptations in neural systems that control phero-
mone-evoked behaviors [1].

In the mouse, signaling in the olfactory epithelium (OE) is
essential for several odor-driven social behaviors, including
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mating, aggression, and nurturing of young [3–6]. Olfactory
sensory neurons detect odors and pheromones using a large
repertoire of chemosensory receptors, including w1,100
odorant receptors and 14 trace amine-associated receptors
(TAARs) [7]. Whereas receptors for natural mouse odors
have been identified in the vomeronasal organ (VNO) [8, 9],
TAAR5 is the only known OE receptor activated by a sexually
dimorphic mouse odor [10]. TAAR5 detects male mouse
odor with exquisite sensitivity, and this response is both sex
and age dependent [10].
Pharmacological screens involving hundreds of chemically

diverse odorants identified trimethylamine as a high affinity
TAAR5 agonist [10]. Trimethylamine is a bacterial metabolite
found in some animal odors, and to humans it is a repulsive
odor associated with bad breath and spoiled food [11].
Furthermore, the human genetic disease trimethylaminuria is
characterized by abnormally high excretion rates of trimethyl-
amine and a resulting body odor that is profoundly aversive
[11]. The molecular basis for this disease is mutation of
flavin-containing monooxygenase 3 (FMO3) [12], an enzyme
that removes endogenous trimethylamine odor by oxidation
to form nonvolatile trimethylamine oxide. Trimethylaminuria
is a socially debilitating disease, and patients can ameliorate
symptoms by reducing dietary intake of choline, a metabolic
precursor of trimethylamine, or by taking a regimen of antibi-
otics [11]. In comparison with humans, mice normally
release >1,000-fold more urinary trimethylamine, and they
do so in a sex-dependent manner. Furthermore, TAAR5
sensitively detects mouse urine, but does not detect human
urine at any concentration examined [10]. This suggests key
evolutionary differences in the trimethylamine biosynthesis
pathways of mouse and human.
Here, we identify specific evolutionary changes in this

pathway that occurred along the Mus lineage. In mouse, the
principal trimethylamine oxidase, FMO3, is expressed at
>1,000-fold higher levels in female liver than male liver. In
contrast, closely related rodent species produce low or unde-
tectable levels of trimethylamine, and neither trimethylamine
production nor Fmo3 gene expression is sex dependent.
Sexually dimorphic trimethylamine production is most dis-
tantly observed in Mus spretus, a species that recently
diverged from Mus musculus. The recent and de novo evolu-
tion of sex-dependent Fmo3 gene control in mice provides
a molecular basis for changes in scent odors between highly
related mammalian species.
Furthermore, we provide evidence for coincident evolution

of trimethylamine biosynthesis pathways and trimethyl-
amine-evoked behavioral responses in rodents. Several
TAAR agonists are aversive chemicals, such as 2-phenylethyl-
amine, a carnivore odor that repels rodents [13, 14]. Trimethyl-
amine is also aversive to humans, but behavioral responses of
mice to this chemical have not been characterized. Because
trimethylamine is abundant in mouse urine, a richly attractive
odor source for mice, we reasoned that trimethylamine might
evoke different behavioral responses in mice. Here, we find
that the valence of mouse behavioral responses to trimethyl-
amine is highly concentration dependent, with attraction
occurring at physiological concentrations found in urine.
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Figure 1. Species- and Sex-Dependent Production of the TAAR5 Activator

Trimethylamine

(A) Variations in production of the TAAR5 activator across mammalian

species. HEK293 cells were transfected with plasmids encoding CRE-

SEAP and TAAR5 (black bars) or CRE-SEAP alone (white bars), incubated

with serial dilutions of urine from the six species indicated, and assayed

for SEAP activity (triplicates 6 SD). Rodent donors were males, and human

donors were nonidentifiable males and females.
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Knockout mice lacking TAAR5 do not display this attraction
behavior, and rats, who retain a functional TAAR5, instead
avoid trimethylamine at the same concentration. Enzymatic
depletion of trimethylamine or disruption of TAAR5 by gene
knockout decreases scent attraction in mice. Thus, we
demonstrate that an odor response requires a particular OE
receptor, and that this response is malleable across species.
Synchronized changes in odor biosynthesis pathways and
odor-evoked behaviors could ensure species-appropriate
social interactions.

Results

TAAR5 Detects a Species-Dependent Odor

Receptors in the olfactory epithelium that discriminate odors
of closely related species are unknown. In the course of char-
acterizing TAAR activators across species, we observed
robust activation of TAAR5 by mouse odors, but not by odors
of related rodents.
TAAR5 responses were measured using an established

reporter gene assay [10, 14]. HEK293 cells were cotransfected
with plasmids containing TAAR5 and a cAMP-dependent
reporter gene (CRE-SEAP), incubated with titrations of test
specimens, and assayed for reporter activity. Consistent
with our previous findings [10], TAAR5 exhibited robust and
sensitive responses to mouse urine (Figure 1A) that were sex
dependent (Figure 1B). Male mouse urine evoked threshold
and half-maximal (EC50) TAAR5 responses when diluted
100,000-fold and 30,000-fold, respectively.
We examined TAAR5 responses to urine from five other

mammalian species: rat, gerbil, hamster, guinea pig, and
human. In contrast to the sensitive responses observed to
mouse urine, TAAR5 did not detect rat, guinea pig, or human
specimens at any dilution tested (up to 100-fold; see Figure S1
available online). Hamster and gerbil urine elicited threshold
responses at 300-fold and 1,000-fold dilutions, respectively,
and thus contained significantly lower levels of the TAAR5
activator than mouse urine. Furthermore, TAAR5 responses
to urine from either male or female rats were not observed.
Variations in production of the TAAR5 activator were thus
greater between species (>1,000-fold between mouse and
rat) than between mouse sexes (w10- to 30-fold). Because
multiple rodents do not similarly produce the TAAR5 agonist,
a parsimonious interpretation would be that its abundant
and sex-dependent production in mouse is a recent gain-of-
function adaptation.

Identification of Species- and Sex-Dependent Mouse

Odors by NMR Spectroscopy
To probe how TAAR5 distinguishes mouse and rat urine, as
well as male and female mouse urine, we characterized abun-
dant species-specific and sex-specific urinary odors by
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (Figure 1C).
(B) Assays were performed as above, except donors were male and female

mice (triplicates 6 SE).

(C) A region (2.8 to 3.6 ppm) of the NMR spectra of male and female mouse

urine (C57BL/6), trimethylamine, and trimethylamine oxide. Chemical

assignments were based on published values [15] or analysis of spiked

specimens.

(D) qPCR analysis of Fmo3 gene expression in liver cDNA prepared from

mice of sexes and ages indicated (triplicates 6 SE). Copy numbers were

calculated in cDNA derived from 10 ng of liver RNA by comparison with

PCR reactions involving titrations of an Fmo3-containing plasmid.
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The largest peak in the NMR spectrum of male mouse urine
corresponded to trimethylamine (5 mM), and production of
trimethylamine was sex dependent, withw20-fold enrichment
in male urine compared to female urine. This is consistent with
data indicating TAAR5 to be a trimethylamine-activated olfac-
tory receptor that discriminates male and female mouse odors
[10]. The abundance of trimethylamine is sufficient to explain
the striking sensitivity of TAAR5 for male mouse urine. Further-
more, trimethylamine was not detected in male rat urine by
NMR spectroscopy (Figure S1), consistent with the inability
of rat specimens to activate TAAR5 (Figure 1A).

Comparative NMR spectroscopy of male and female mouse
urine also identified a second related chemical produced with
opposing sex dependence. Based on analysis of spiked spec-
imens, this female-enriched chemical was trimethylamine
oxide, a chemical in the same biosynthetic pathway as trime-
thylamine [16]. The levels of other major metabolites, including
creatine and taurine, were similar between males and females.
The reciprocal production of trimethylamine and trimethyl-
amine oxide by males and females suggested trimethylamine
oxidation to be a sex-dependent chemical reaction in mice.

Sex-Specific Expression of Trimethylamine Oxidase

in the Mouse
FMO3 is the principal trimethylamine oxidase, as muta-
tion of the Fmo3 gene in humans causes trimethylaminuria
[12]. We asked whether differences in FMO3 expression
between male and female mice could explain sex-dependent
trimethylamine production. It was previously reported that
FMO3 expression in mouse liver, its primary site of expres-
sion, is regulated by a testosterone-dependent mechanism,
although a function for this regulation was not clear [17].

Here, we performed a quantitative analysis of Fmo3 gene
expression in liver cDNA derived from male and female mice
of different ages (Figure 1D). We observed a striking >1,000-
fold elevation of Fmo3 gene expression in adult females
compared to adult males, which was consistent with previous
results [17]. Male-specific silencing of Fmo3 gene expression
is discernible between 4 and 5 weeks of age, matching the
time course of trimethylamine appearance in male urine [10].
For comparison, expression of Gapdh was similar across all
specimens (Figure S1). Expression levels of Fmo3 in liver are
thus inversely correlated with levels of trimethylamine in urine
of male, female, and prepubescent mice.

A Two-Step Trimethylamine Biosynthesis Pathway in

Mouse Involves Microbial Metabolism and FMO3Oxidation
The trimethylamine biosynthesis pathway is well studied in hu-
mans [18] but exhibits several key differences in mice, where
urinary trimethylamine release is sex dependent and elevated
>1,000-fold. Trimethylamine is initially derived by bacterial
metabolism of dietary choline [19], and trimethylaminuria is
ameliorated by decreasing choline intake or by antibiotic
treatment [11]. Here, we asked if the normal production of
trimethylamine in mouse urine is similarly controlled. Urine
was collected from mice fed a choline/methionine-free diet
or treated with the antibiotic neomycin sulfate (2 mM in
drinking water) for 1 week and verified to have similar concen-
trations of several commonmetabolites byNMRspectroscopy
(see below).

Specimens were then analyzed for the ability to activate
TAAR5 using the reporter gene assay (Figures 2A and 2B).
As described above, TAAR5 exhibited robust and sensitive
responses to urine of mice fed a standard diet. In contrast,
TAAR5 had w10-fold reduced sensitivity for the urine of sex-
matched mice fed a choline/methionine-free diet or placed
on a regimen of antibiotics for 1 week (Figures 2A and 2B).
Next, we performed NMR spectroscopy on urine from diet-

altered and normal-fed mice to determine if shifts in TAAR5
activation curves could be explained by reductions in trime-
thylamine levels (Figures 2C and 2D). Diet alteration did not
impact urinary levels of taurine and creatine but reduced levels
of both trimethylamine and trimethylamine oxide. Trimethyl-
amine levels were 5 mM in urine from normal-fed males and
400 mM in diet-altered males, a w12-fold difference that
matched observed changes in TAAR5 activation curves (Fig-
ure 2A). Antibiotic treatment resulted in a similar reduction in
urinary trimethylamine (Figure 2E). The antibiotic treatment
and diet modification eliminated most urinary trimethylamine
(w90%), but not all. Residual trimethylamine in mouse urine
could be derived from metabolism of other nitrogen-contain-
ing nutrients or from the endogenous reservoir of phosphati-
dylcholine lipid. Nevertheless, these data indicate that a major
step in the trimethylamine biosynthesis pathway of mice
involves the metabolism of dietary choline by endogenous
microbes.
Together, these data are consistent with a two-step biosyn-

thetic pathway for trimethylamine in mice: first, trimethylamine
is derived largely viametabolism of dietary choline by gut flora,
and second, trimethylamine odor is reduced in females, but
not males, by a sex-dependent oxidation reaction involving
FMO3 (Figure 2F).

Evolution of a Sexually Dimorphic Biosynthesis Pathway
for a Mouse Odor

We next sought to understand the evolutionary origins of
abundant and sex-dependent trimethylamine biosynthesis
along the Mus lineage (Figure 3A). We obtained urine from
five highly related Mus species: Mus musculus, Mus caroli,
Mus spicilegus, Mus spretus, and Mus domesticus. Speci-
mens were collected from age- and sex-matched animals
housed under similar environmental conditions and fed stan-
dard diets with identical levels of choline. Fresh collections
were used to prevent odor evaporation or bacterial growth,
and samples were verified to have similar levels of creatinine
(Figure S2). TAAR5 responses were then measured to serial
dilutions of each specimen over a large concentration range,
using our cellular reporter gene assay (Figure 3B).
Mus caroli specimens, like Rattus norvegicus specimens,

did not activate TAAR5 at any concentration tested (up to
100-fold, Figure S1). Based on these data, Mus musculus
males emit >1,000-fold higher levels of trimethylamine than
either of these species. In contrast, TAAR5 did detect urine
from Mus spretus and Mus spicilegus but did so with reduced
sensitivity. These species produce lower amounts of trimethyl-
amine than Mus musculus but higher amounts than Rattus
norvegicus (Figure S2), and could represent evolutionary
intermediates in this biosynthesis pathway. Sexually dimor-
phic trimethylamine production is most distantly observed in
Mus spretus and maintained in both Mus domesticus and
Mus musculus. Lower levels of sexual dimorphism are
observed in Mus spicilegus; males and females have slight
differences in the production ratio of trimethylamine to creati-
nine (Figure S2), but the extent of sexual dimorphism is
reduced in this species. Together, these data indicate that
abundant and sex-dependent production of trimethylamine
arose recently along the Mus lineage and likely within the
Eurasian clade of mice.
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FMO3 Expression Is an Evolutionary Node in the
Trimethylamine Biosynthesis Pathway

FMO3 is a key regulator of trimethylamine production [12], so
we askedwhether FMO3 expression varied acrossMus species
in accordance with changes in trimethylamine production. We
prepared liver and kidney cDNA from male and female animals
of several species, including Rattus norvegicus, Mus caroli,
Mus spicilegus,Mus spretus,Mus domesticus, and four strains
of Mus musculus. Levels of Gapdh mRNA were similar in all of
these specimens (Figure S2). We then determined Fmo3 gene
expression levels by qPCR, using primers that recognized
a highly conserved region of Fmo3 coding sequence.

We found that Fmo3 gene expression levels in liver were
sexually dimorphic in some, but not all, Mus species (Fig-
ure 3C). Differences in Fmo3gene expression between species
were primarily due to differences in male-specific Fmo3 gene
silencing. Moreover, there was a strong correlation between
sex-dependent Fmo3 gene repression and sex-dependent
trimethylamine production. Fmo3 gene
expression was sexually dimorphic,
with a male to female expression ratio
of >1,000 in four strains ofMusmusculus
(Figure S2) and >100 inMus domesticus,
a closely related subspecies. Sexually
dimorphic Fmo3 gene expression is
most distantly observed in Mus spretus,
and it is not similarly observed in Mus
caroli or Rattus norvegicus. These data
indicate that Fmo3 gene repression in
males is a recent alteration that occurs
in those Mus species with sexually
dimorphic trimethylamine production.

In addition, we found that Fmo3
expression in the kidney also varied
between related rodent species (Fig-
ure 3D). Interestingly, Fmo3 gene ex-
pression in kidney was not sex specific
in any species, and it was w100-fold
lower in Mus musculus than Rattus
norvegicus. This second evolutionary
change in Fmo3 expression likely ex-
plains why trimethylamine levels differ
between female mice and female rats,
despite similar levels of liver Fmo3.

Trimethylamine Attracts Mice
at Concentrations Normally

Found in Mouse Urine
We present evidence that trimethyl-
amine is abundant in mouse urine, and
that multiple genetic changes have occurred in the trimethyl-
amine biosynthesis pathway during Mus evolution. These
data suggest that trimethylamine could be a species-specific
chemosignal for mice, although associated behavioral
responses have not been investigated. We reasoned that tri-
methylamine could be either attractive to mice, like mouse
urine that contains chemicals important for social behaviors,
or aversive to mice, like trimethylamine to humans or other
TAAR agonists, 2-phenylethylamine and isoamylamine, to
rodents [11, 13, 21].
We measured the valence of trimethylamine-evoked behav-

ioral responses in mice using a two-choice compartment
assay based on previously reported paradigms [13, 21].
Briefly, mice were introduced into a two-compartment test
arena (Figure 4A), with one compartment containing test
stimuli (400 ml) in a volatile odor applicator. The two compart-
ments were separated by a curtain, and odor plumes were
controlled to prevent mixing across compartments. Time
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spent on each side of the arena was recorded during a 2 min
test period, and differences in compartment occupancy were
scored as attraction or aversion. This experimental design
was validated with control odors (Figure 4B); opposite sex
urine, a powerful attractant for mice, increased test compart-
ment occupancy (+43%), whereas a fox-derived predator
odor, 2,5-dihydro-2,4,5-trimethylthiazole (TMT) [22], decreased
test compartment occupancy (245%). Furthermore, water
and eugenol, a novel odor, neither increased nor decreased
test compartment occupancy significantly in this paradigm
(water21.5%; 10 mM eugenol +2.3%, 4.2 M eugenol +2.7%).

Trimethylamine evoked biphasic and concentration-depen-
dent behavioral responses in mice, with aversion occurring to
high trimethylamine concentrations and attraction occurring
to lower, physiologically relevant trimethylamine concentra-
tions (Figure 4B). Decreased test compartment occupancy
was observed to trimethylamine at 4.2 M (228%, n = 20,
p < 0.001) and 1 M (219%, n = 16, p = 0.03), but increased
test compartment occupancy was observed to trimethylamine
at 100 mM (+26.4%, n = 20, p < 0.001), 10 mM (+20.7%, n = 32,
p = 0.001), and 1 mM (+11.7%, n = 20, p = 0.07). At all concen-
trations, trimethylamine responses were indistinguishable in
male and female animals (Figure S3). Thus, trimethylamine, in
the absence of other urinary cues, attracts mice at concentra-
tions normally found in mouse urine. We also examined a role
for trimethylamine in other behavioral paradigms, but
observed partial or no effect in the resident-intruder
aggression paradigm and various odor discrimination tasks
(Figure S3).

Trimethylamine Is Aversive to Rats

Although trimethylamine is attractive to mice, it is highly aver-
sive to humans. Furthermore, trimethylamine production is
elevated >1,000-fold in mice than in rats, so we reasoned
that rats and mice could display distinct behavioral responses
to this chemical. We previously published an open-field quad-
rant assay to measure the valence of odor responses in rats,
and we used this assay to demonstrate avoidance of predator
odors, including the TAAR4 agonist 2-phenylethylamine
[13, 23]. As with the mouse paradigm, we observed similar
responses to control stimuli, including neutral responses to
water (24% quadrant occupancy or qo) and attraction
responses to opposite sex urine (35% qo).
Unlike mice, rats were not attracted to any concentration of

trimethylamine tested (Figures 5A and 5B). Rats exhibited
decreases in odor-quadrant occupancy when trimethylamine
was used as a stimulus at 4.2 M (1.7% qo), 1 M (4.3% qo),
100 mM (11.2% qo), and 10 mM (14.2% qo). We next investi-
gated behavioral responses of rats to mouse urine, an abun-
dant source of trimethylamine. Rats are predators of mice,
so we reasoned that mouse urine, as prey odor, could contain
either attractive kairomones intercepted by rats or aversive
allomones released by mice for defensive behavior. Using
the open-field quadrant assay, we observed that male mouse
urine was aversive to rats and that female urine became
aversive when male levels of trimethylamine were added (Fig-
ure 5C). These data suggest a function for trimethylamine as an
aversive allomone and demonstrate that trimethylamine
evokes responses of different valence in mice and rats.
We next asked whether pharmacological differences in

TAAR5 orthologs from mouse and rat could explain variations
in the valence of trimethylamine responses. However, using
the reporter gene assay (Figure 5D), we observed that both
rat and mouse TAAR5 detected trimethylamine with similar
sensitivity (mouse EC50 = 300 nM; rat EC50 = 1 mM). Further-
more, single-neuron imaging and post hoc expression analysis
determined that mouse TAAR5, in the context of the olfactory
sensory neuron, also detected trimethylamine at 300 nM, but
not isoamylamine or 2-phenylethylamine, agonists for TAAR3
and TAAR4 (Figure S4). Trimethylamine thresholds that evoke
behavioral responses are understandably different from those
that activate TAAR5 in heterologous cells, because our behav-
ioral assays require investigation of a trimethylamine odor
source from a distance. It is possible that these species-
particular odor responses involve differences in olfactory
circuits downstream of receptor activation. Alternatively,
trimethylamine may activate different repertoires of receptors
in mouse and rat, and receptors other than TAAR5 could
mediate either mouse attraction or rat aversion.

TAAR5 Is Required for Mouse Attraction to Trimethylamine

Although several TAAR agonists are aversive odors, trimethyl-
amine evokes a more complex and distinct response in mice.
We next asked if TAAR5 was required for the avoidance
response to high levels of trimethylamine or the attraction
response to physiological levels of trimethylamine. We
obtained TAAR5 knockout mice (Taar52/2) from the Knockout
Mouse Project (KOMP) repository [24], and Taar5 expression
was undetectable in olfactory epithelium derived from homo-
zygous animals by in situ hybridization (Figure 6A). Next, we
measured the valence of behavioral responses to
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Figure 5. Rats Avoid a Trimethylamine Odor Source

(A) Motion tracks (red) of individual male rats behaving in the open-field

paradigm. White circles indicate the location of odor sources (water,

4.2 M trimethylamine).

(B and C) Occupancy of quadrants, defined as 25% of the arena, containing

odors indicated (n = 9–12, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, 6 SE).

(D) Dose-dependent trimethylamine responses of HEK293 cells transfected

with reporter gene alone (white squares), reporter gene and mouse TAAR5

(black squares), or reporter gene and rat TAAR5 (gray squares) were

measured using the cellular reporter gene assay (triplicates 6 SE).
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trimethylamine in Taar52/2 animals, using the odor compart-
ment assay (Figure 6B). We observed that Taar52/2 animals
displayed decreased attraction to trimethylamine at all
concentrations tested. At high concentrations (4.2 M), avoid-
ance behavior was more pronounced because occupancy of
Taar52/2 animals in the odor compartment was lower
(261.5%, n = 12) than wild-type animals (228%, n = 20).
Furthermore, at concentrations that attracted wild-type mice,
trimethylamine evoked neither attraction nor aversion
responses in Taar52/2 animals, including at 100 mM
(211.1%, n = 8) and 10 mM (22.2%, n = 14). These responses
were statistically indistinguishable from neutral responses to
control odors. Thus, TAAR5 is a single mouse OE receptor
required for attraction to trimethylamine.

Trimethylamine and TAAR5 Function in Scent Attraction

Next, we asked if the ligand-receptor pair of trimethylamine
and TAAR5 is required for attraction tomouse urine. We devel-
oped a strategy to deplete trimethylamine from mouse urine
based on its biosynthesis pathway. Male mouse urine was
incubated with or without FMO3-containing microsomes to
create ‘‘TMA-depleted male urine’’ and ‘‘mock-depleted male
urine.’’ Trimethylamine levels were decreased >300-fold in
TMA-depletedmale urine, as determined by an inability to acti-
vate TAAR5 across a range of concentrations (Figure 6C).
Although FMO3 has high substrate specificity for trimethyl-
amine [25], we reasoned that FMO3 could potentially oxidize
other urinary chemicals under these reaction conditions. To
control for this, we created an additional test specimen
(‘‘TMA-respiked male urine’’), in which trimethylamine was
restored to normal levels following removal of FMO3 micro-
somes by centrifugation.
Next, we examined if TMA-depleted, mock-depleted, and

TMA-respiked male urine (40 ml) were similarly attractive to
mice using the two-choice compartment assay (Figure 6D).
Mock-depleted urine was a highly attractive stimulus
(+37.8%, n = 18), similar to what we observed for intact urine
(Figure 4). In contrast, mice exhibited decreased attraction
toward TMA-depleted male urine (+17.8%, n = 20), and this
decrease persisted over several urine doses tested (Figure S5).
Furthermore, attraction was restored to TMA-respiked male
urine (+30.8%, n = 20). Simultaneous presentation of mock-
depleted and TMA-depleted urine in the two-choice arena
also indicated a preference for mock-depleted urine (Fig-
ure S5). Finally, Taar52/2 animals showed reduced attraction
to mock-depleted male urine (+17.1%, n = 10) that was not
seen in sex- and age-matched wild-type controls (Figure 6E).
These data indicate a role for trimethylamine and TAAR5 in
attraction to mouse scent, and they also indicate that there
are other attractive olfactory cues in male mouse urine. Thus,
mouse scent is an attractive odor blend containing multiple
chemicals, among them trimethylamine, a species-dependent
odor with a rapidly evolving biosynthesis pathway.

Discussion

Animals have evolved elaborate and diverse sex traits impor-
tant for species-specific behaviors. Rodents use olfactory
cues as such traits, and both odor production pathways and
odor-evoked behavioral responses are under strong evolu-
tionary pressure for diversification between related species.
We previously discovered an olfactory receptor, TAAR5,
that detects an abundant mouse odor, trimethylamine [10].
Here, we show that both trimethylamine biosynthesis path-
ways and trimethylamine-evoked behavioral responses vary
considerably between related rodents.

Stepwise Evolution of the Trimethylamine Biosynthesis

Pathway
Mechanisms by which volatile scent odor biosynthesis path-
ways have evolved in rodents to include sex-specific and
species-specific chemical reaction steps are unknown. In
invertebrates, alterations to odor biosynthesis pathways that
include changes in the function or expression pattern of
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(A) Expression of Taar5 and lacZ in olfactory sensory neurons of Taar52/2,

Taar5+/2, and Taar5+/+ mice visualized by two-color in situ hybridization.

Scale bar = 50 mm.

(B) Responses of Taar5+/+ and Taar52/2 mice to trimethylamine were

measured, using the two-choice odor-compartment assay (mean 6 SE).
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specific biosynthetic enzymes can drive the evolution of new
species [1, 2, 26]. In European corn borer moths, altered
substrate recognition of a fatty-acyl reductase changes the
predominant lipid acetate isomer in a pheromone blend [2].
This change in enzyme function can cause reproductive isola-
tion, a first step in speciation. In Drosophila, rapid changes in
the expression patterns of desaturases correlate with species-
particular differences in the production of long-chain cuticular
hydrocarbons that function as sex pheromones [26].
Here, we identify FMO3-catalyzed oxidation to be an evolu-

tionary node in the trimethylamine biosynthesis pathway of
rodents. In humans, rats, and other species, FMO3 normally
clears trimethylamine odor by conversion to nonvolatile trime-
thylamine oxide [12, 18]. Mice have evolved specific mecha-
nisms for decreasing the efficiency of this oxidation reaction
and enhancing trimethylamine release >1,000-fold, compared
to rats. The trimethylamine pathway has undergone stepwise
alteration in theMus genus, withMus spicilegus andMus spre-
tus representing intermediates. Furthermore, abundant and
sex-specific trimethylamine production arose de novo after
divergence from Mus caroli.
How could sex-dependent FMO3 expression arise

along the Mus lineage? FMO3 is highly expressed in the liver,
and sex-dependent liver gene expression predominantly
occurs through a growth hormone-mediated mechanism
[27]. In mice, androgen signaling modulates the release dyn-
amics of growth hormone from the pituitary; males release
growth hormone in rhythmic bursts, whereas females release
growth hormone at lower, constant levels. Pulsatile growth
hormone release in males enables activation and deactivation
cycles of growth hormone-mediated signaling cascades not
observed in females. One critical growth hormone-activated
transcription factor in liver is Stat5b, which is required for
sex-dependent induction of some male-enriched proteins,
such as major urinary proteins (MUPs) that function as mouse
pheromones, and repression of other female-enriched pro-
teins [28]. Mechanisms by which Stat5b activates some genes
but silences others are not understood [27] and could involve
transcriptional coactivators and corepressors that are not yet
identified. Sequence analysis of the Fmo3 promoter across
species (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) identified
several regions upstream of the Fmo3 transcription start site
that encoded transcription-factor binding sites and varied
across rodents in accordance with sex-dependent trimethyl-
amine production and Fmo3 gene repression. One site that
arose de novo is a consensus binding site for Stat5b; other
mutations created binding sites for transcription factors with
no known and direct function in sex-dependent liver gene
expression. The identification of novel transcription-factor
binding sites in the Fmo3 gene promoter that arose concur-
rently with sex-dependent Fmo3 gene repression is potentially
interesting for future study because Stat5b corepressors that
mediate male-specific gene silencing in liver are unknown.
Experiments involved equal numbers ofmales and females, except as noted

in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

(C) Male urine was depleted of trimethylamine by incubation with FMO3-

containing microsomes. Effective depletion was shown by an inability of

TMA-depleted male urine to activate TAAR5 in HEK293 cells at dilutions

indicated (triplicates 6 SE).

(D) Behavioral responses of mice to stimuli indicated (40 ml), using the

two-choice compartment assay (mean 6 SE).

(E) Behavioral responses of female mice (n = 8–10, 6 SE) of genotypes

indicated to mock-depleted male urine (40 ml) (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01).
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Bacteria and Scent Odors
These studies highlight an important role for endogenous
microflora in generating odor cues that influence mouse
scent composition. In humans, bacterial metabolites influ-
ence the odor quality of axillary sweat and other secretions
[29]. In rodents, bacterial and dietary metabolites could
provide a mechanism for distinguishing urinary odors of
genetically identical animals [30, 31] and could be dynamic
in wild mice, varying with ecological niche. In laboratory
mice, under homogenous conditions, levels of trimethylamine
production were not highly variable between adult male
animals.

In contrast to odors generated by endogenous bacteria,
odors generated by invasive bacteria can provide repulsive
signals that indicate infection or illness [32]. Formyl peptide
receptor-related sequences function as sensory receptors in
the vomeronasal organ, and they are related to immune
system receptors that recognize formylated peptides released
at sites of tissue damage and bacterial infection [33, 34].
Furthermore, solitary chemosensory cells in the mouse respi-
ratory epithelium contain bitter taste receptors that detect
acyl-homoserine lactones involved in bacterial quorum
sensing [35]. Thus, mice have evolved numerous chemosen-
sory mechanisms for recognizing endogenous, invasive, or
environmental bacteria.

Mouse Attraction to a Trimethylamine Odor Source

Requires TAAR5
Trimethylamine is abundant in mouse urine; highly volatile;
produced with sex, age, and species dependence; and
activates a mouse olfactory receptor with high affinity. We
also find that trimethylamine (10 mM) is an attractive cue to
mice, and mouse urine depleted of trimethylamine evokes
decreased attraction responses. Trimethylamine is one of
several attractive components of mouse urine, consistent
with previous imaging and behavioral studies indicating that
mouse odor recognition involves detection of a blend of
constituents [36, 37]. Other attractive components in mouse
urine include volatiles such as (methylthio)-methanethiol,
2-sec-butyl-dihydrothiazole, dehydro-exo-brevicomin, and
farnesenes, as well as a nonvolatile MUP termed darcin
[36–39].

In our paradigm, male and female mice display similar levels
of attraction to trimethylamine (Figure S3). It is possible that tri-
methylamine evokes a sex-specific behavioral response that
we have not identified, and in future studies, it would be
interesting to examine a role for trimethylamine and TAAR5
in influencing sexual receptivity of females. Alternatively, tri-
methylamine could provide a general attraction signal, with
selective pressure for enriched production by males arising
because scent marking is a stereotyped territorial behavior
typically displayed by male animals.

Mouse attraction responses to trimethylamine require
a particular OE receptor, TAAR5. There are only a few exam-
ples where alterations of individual olfactory receptors in
mammals change odor-evoked behaviors. In mice, genetic
deletion of a cluster of VNO receptors influences some social
behaviors [40], and deletion of a single VNO receptor effects
a specific mating response to the male lacrimal pheromone
ESP1 [8]. Furthermore, polymorphisms in a human odorant
receptor for androstenone account for changes in human
odor perception [41]. Here,we show that knockout of a specific
OE receptor in mice alters behavioral responses to the volatile
mouse odor trimethylamine.
Trimethylamine Evokes Different Behavioral Responses in
Mice and Rats

Rat and mouse TAAR5 similarly detect trimethylamine,
yet TAAR5-mediated attraction behavior is only observed in
mice. Because rats avoid trimethylamine, it is possible that tri-
methylamine functions in a defensive capacity as an allomone
that reduces attraction of predators or competing species to
mouse scents. Consistent with this notion, rats avoid male
mouse urine, an abundant source of trimethylamine.
How do the mouse and rat olfactory systems mediate

distinct trimethylamine responses? Because several TAAR
ligands are aversive to rodents, and trimethylamine is aversive
to both humans and rats, a parsimonious interpretation would
be that TAAR5-mediated attraction is a recent adaptation in
mouse. Adaptive changes in TAAR5-activated olfactory cir-
cuits could occur downstream of receptor activation and
involve either developmental alterations to hard-wired neural
circuits or learning. A role for learning in adaptive behavioral
responses simplifies how a species-specific odor response
might evolve, because a single change in an odor biosynthesis
pathway could be sufficient to drive rapid evolution of olfac-
tory communication. Alternatively, TAAR5 could couple to
similar circuits in all species, and rats and humans might
have an additional trimethylamine-activated olfactory receptor
not found in mice that mediates dominant aversion responses.
Consistent with the existence of additional mechanisms for tri-
methylamine sensing, Taar52/2 animals do retain avoidance of
high trimethylamine concentrations.
Here, we identify an olfactory receptor that is both evolution-

arily conserved and required for a species-specific attraction
response. The ligand for this olfactory receptor is the product
of a rapidly evolving biosynthesis pathway. Fmo3 gene control
provides a key evolutionary node in this pathway and a molec-
ular basis for changes in odor production between highly
relatedmammalian species. Synchronous evolution of biosyn-
thesis pathways and evoked responses could help ensure that
social behaviors are properly targeted to animals of the same
species.

Experimental Procedures

A description of reagents and methods for TAAR5 functional assays, qPCR,

NMR spectrocopy, mouse behavior, rat behavior, odor depletion, single-

neuron calcium imaging, single-neuron expression analysis, in situ hybrid-

ization, specimen collection, animal husbandry, and statistical analysis

are detailed in the Supplemental Information.

Supplemental Information

Supplemental Information includes five figures and Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.

doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2012.10.047.
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